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About This Game

Jacob needs some help being a reluctant hero. His sister, Milly, is a mage in training. Their cat, Suki, sometimes turns into a
brawling catgirl. And then there's the ghost who can't find his body....

Oh, and the town's been captured by an insane cult. There are mutated creatures roaming the land. And somebody, somewhere,
could use a good spanking.

This is a classic style RPG with an amusing story, hand drawn enemies, and a nice musical score. You'll play a team of four
unique characters as they roam the land fighting monsters and an evil cult. With any luck, they'll find the right dead body and

put an end to the curse of Wizard Weather.
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refunded...they got so far away from the rts award winning dawn of war (original series) even a hardcore 40k fan like myself
couldnt stand this.. Thumbs halfway. It does add a lot to the vanilla experience, but what it adds isn't really my cup of tea. I was
glad I could ask for humanitarian aid when my colony was facing starvation, but other than that, trading and competing with
other colonies isn't that fun for me. And it doesn't impact the game as much either.

The sponsor specific units give the game a lot of flavor, but I don't know if the asking price for this DLC is worth the content. I
got in a bundle, on sale, recommend you do the same.. I recommend for the price! The castle environment is worth the cost of
admission. It would be awesome as a dungeon crawler or RPG. Other DEVs could take notice of the scale, lighting, and graphics
of this game's environment, because this adds so much to the immersiveness of VR. As for the gameplay, it is so-so. Odd to
fight soldiers in an old castle, and there is no ability to teleport or move around the castle. All in all, the price is so low this is a
good purchase!. It won't start up. Seems like to me devs want the money but don't want you to play it. play 2 instead! Thumbs
Down.. I wish the music from the beach was playing in the background constantly but quieter. Anyway, really nice, relaxing
game.. I'm recommending it for the music alone, though the game itself could stand to be improved. For one, there's no volume
slider, forcing you to utilize your desktop audio mixer. Two, the levels have the same color scheme...mixing up the atmosphere
from level to level would have made the game seem a bit less repetitive.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbFz7qoNlng. This game is, in my opinion, a bad tower defense game. There are far better
cheap tower defense games out there, just forget this one.

Pros :
 -clean UI

Cons :
 -achievements won't work for me. I cleared some missions without losing any health in medium difficulty, got a gold medal,
but it didnt trigger the steam achievements
 -no tech upgrades, very low replayability
 -no wave informations
 -no "pedia" stuff to get to know your enemies. so far this game is really buggy as all early access games, i feel like it could be a
very good gane but needs lots of work!. Three levels, one hour to 100%... no achievements, no replay value... 1,49\u20ac is still
to much.... A fun tech demo of flying and gliding mechanics where I felt zero motion sickness during my gameplay. Don't
expect any depth to the game, but for its price point it feels exhilarating to fly in VR.
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Not a bad story for the price. Multiple endings. Make sure you find the patch.. Really enjoying the game. It's really showing it's
growth and there's plenty to do. I like the soundtrack even and I rarely like most soundtracks. Can't wait to see how the game
grows.

If you are skeptical, grab it on sale, it's worth it either way.. Works perfectly. The best DLC ever! I really enjoy these maps,
especially my favorit (last one)! Five stars!. Great combat system, nice graphis, open ended, unlimited potential. I look forward
where this game could go, in particular, additional character models, potraits and monsters/enemies, plus battlefield locations. I
was surprised to see an actual dungeon location in the Black Knight scenario. The longer I play, the better this game gets. What a
pleasant surprise. So far, very good. Yes, I encountered some bugs that required a restart.. What an interesting piece of work this
is. I thought it was going to be a simple side scroller puzzle game with static rendered backgrounds... instead its a fully 3d world
driven by a good engine. Truly has some creative work in places with the visual and depth. The puzzles are involved, with lots of
physics tricks and mental drive. Fun causal game! The only down side is it can be considered very short. However if you snag it
on sale, its more than worth it. I played it to the extent of getting 100% achievements, which is not something possible in many
games with their ridiculous unatainable achieves.. This is one of, if not the most, underrated and overlooked games of all time.
With my almost 1000 hours on Steam, and more than 700 on GOG, i'm lost for words, as to why this isn't rated higher.

The greatest strength of Underrail perhaps, is the fantastic tactical combat and the vast myriad of different character builds
possible to tackle these challenges. With a vast amount of skills and feats to customize your character, each playthrough feels
different from the last. Judging from some of the reviews, the difficulty and learning curve may seem steep for some, but once
you get the hang of it, combat becomes a highly rewarding experience.

The second thing that keeps me coming back to this gem of a game is the setting. Though it may draw obvious inspiration from
such classics as Fallout and Metro, Underrail lends much more of its mysterious and horrific elements to HP. Lovecraft and the
fear of the unknown. From the fate of the surface world, to alien civilizations and incomprehensible, primordial entities lurking
far below.

Though the graphics may not seem impressive at first, they quickly grow on you, each settlement and area has a distinct style
and feel to it visually. The art direction itself is great and it shows throughout the game.

If you havn't already, there is no reason for you not to gives this game a chance. Considering the amount of content, the price is
extremely generous, and a new expansion is soon to be released as well. On a final note: After more than 1700 hours of
gameplay, i have not encountered A SINGLE bug. Never a crash nor a glitch. Not even a flicker in the graphics. Stygian
Software deserve a standing ovation for all of this.

Gameplay 10\/10

Story 9\/10

Setting \/ World building 10\/10

Graphics 8\/10 - Art direction 9\/10. A game that I thorougly enjoyed and found absolutely loathsome and frustrating at some
points. Strange, I know :)
It's humor and style is very reminicent of old school point and click adventures, and you can feel the classic "Monkey Island"
homeage. The ideas are so brilliant and fresh, and the story is quite captivating. What lets the game down though is it's
frustrating dialogue options, especialy during the second act. It would have been so much better if used or non essential dialogue
dissapeared. If this was done to make the game feel longer, it backfired, it made it feel more tedious.

There is also an insane amout of red herrings, which sapped the joy out of puzzling thing together for me, and I went into the
built in 'walk through' for most of the game after hitting act 2 (thank deities for the walk through in the menu). There are some
minor bugs, at some points I had to save, and come back later before the correct dialogue option would be available or to restart
a puzzle. I woul really love it if someone would setup a guide, this community really needs a full one. That said, I played right to
the end to find out what would happen, I loved the little carrot top blue heroine and I enjoyed the humor. Worth at least one
playthrough, and Iooking forward to future games from the devs. 6/10. took a bit to get used to the controls, but they're fairly
simple and i'm not that coordinated. Really good, especially for the genre, with a touching little story and cute animation with
nice style direction.
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